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foreign Skies

5u Anel Avila

To someone who has never been there, the desert seems like

a dead place. To those who are used to the golden richness

of the color green, the desert is a dull, peasant brown. When they

haven't seen the desert for themselves, people think only of sand

dunes or cactus. They never think of the creosote bush with its thin,

crooked, spindle-like branches and its tiny, rich yellow blooms. They

never think of the Palo Verde tree, whose trunk and branches are

actually a pale yellow green. They might think of the one-inch bark

scorpion or the desert tarantula, but would they imagine the coyote,

the roadrunner, or the broad-tailed hummingbird? Do people believe

in the existence of big horn sheep or the troops of quail wailing

their lonesome location call? The diamond back rattlesnake, yes;
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everyone knows about rattlesnakes. But what of the ghost-faced bat,

or the zone-tailed hawk that lives there, too? So much life in a place

where some might assume there is none. Beauty in a land some call

dead. The Arizona desert: this is home. These are the things I love.

I love the rainy season, or, more appropriately, the monsoon

season. In many climates and landscapes, torrential rain during the

summer is uncommon, but in Arizona it's what brings the land to

life. In Phoenix and the surrounding areas, the monsoon storm is

heralded by a habib, a giant wall of dust and small debris that can

reach upwards of fifty feet high before it descends fully into the

valley where Phoenix is located. The telltale smell of the creosote

bush in the air announces the arrival of rain. (The creosote bush,

according to A Field Guide to the Plants of Arizona, is known as

the "little stinker" because of its musty smell; Native Americans

used it as glue. Some creosote plants are thought to be the oldest

living plants at over 11,000 years old.) In a monsoon, invisible

energy runs though the atmosphere as lightning charges with its

spider veins through the darkened sky. Watching the sky for signs of

a monsoon is an enlivening experience for those of us who hope for

rain like an insomniac hopes for sleep and who dance euphorically

in the downpour when it arrives. The best storms surge forth in a

thunderous burst like a derailing locomotive that shakes the ground.
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It all ends as quickly as it began, but behind it is the knowledge that

life goes on.

Yet there are those who do not love the desert, be it for its

summer heat or its supposedly barren landscape. What they do not

know is that the desert is easy to fall in love with. Maybe the land

is lonely because so many assume that there is nothing there; they

never give her a chance to be known. So maybe she falls in love

with you first. The longer you explore the things she has to offer, the

deeper her love for you becomes. Then one day, as you're gazing

across her vast, glorious expanse, you realize how much you love

her back: It's like the story of unrequited love, but with a good

ending. After this, you can't wait to see her again, and when you're

away for too long your heart becomes saddened with the grief of

not seeing your beloved land. But no matter how far you stray or

how far you've gone, the land will still be waiting for you, waiting

to have someone familiar grace her landscapes once again. Not that

the love stops between you once you leave; on the contrary, it's the

pulsating ebb of the feeling that eventually pulls you back to her.

You never forget her. She lives within you, and you carry her like a

coat of arms. Home is with you wherever you go.

Home is more than a building or a place where you've spent

time. It is a place that has chosen you (not the other way around,
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as some would assume) and that has decided to make you a part of

itself. When you remember something, you are merely borrowing

the memory from that place for a while before you put it back.

When you die, the memories of what happened in a particular place

don't go with you; they stay behind in the place that made and owns

them. The memories sit there quietly in that place forever. Had we

the permission of the place that keeps memories and knew how to

tap into its banks of moments from other people's lives, we could

reach out and find someone else's (borrowed) memories. By being

permitted to relive those other memories, the illusions of the past

would not be creatures ofchance and theory; they would be creatures

as alive to us as our skin.

When I remember the desert, I am awed by the possibility

that my life is being stored behind me in that place I love so well.

I am awed even more when I think about the distance there is now

between that place and myself. No matter how many times you

move around or how many places in which you end up living, your

old homes will haunt you with the memories they created for you.

Home will reach across space and time, whether you live in a city or

trek through the abandoned canyons of the lonely desert landscape,

to lend you memories of the moments you spent there.



Seclusion

5u Laura 5rockman

Here I am in my car, a half a mile away from my house. The

leaves on the trees are just beginning to turn their fall colors;

greens and yellows are swirling into browns, reds, and oranges as

the branches sway in the wind. Behind the gray and white trunk

of an oak tree is a log cabin that has been empty for years. Its

logs are filled with dampwood termites, and they're rotting, but

the glass panes in the windows have lasted despite frosty winters,

humid summers, and ruthless teenagers looking for a good time by

throwing rocks at an old, rickety house. The red brick chimney is a

home for birds and the front porch is a frequent meeting spot for the

nearby wildlife. Brown grass now overtakes the gravel driveway. At

the end of the driveway is a mailbox, crafted by someone who spent

hours carving a floral design into the wood. A rusted red tin flag is

still attached to the side of the box. I imagine that a happy family
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once lived in this house.

I can't believe that this is the first time that I have driven

down Kenmore Road, past my house, to go "seeing," as Annie

Dillard would say.

IN AMHERST COUNTY, VIRGINIA, off Kenmore Road,

there is a small, private driveway named Kentucky Mountain Place.

The road itself is old, full of potholes. It was established when my

father built our house, and then gradually other people began to

build around us. My house is a two-story Cape Cod built in 1 984,

the year after I was bom. The house looks exactly as it always has;

the only difference is a few paint jobs here and there, until we had

the "durable and long lasting" (Dad's words) vinyl siding installed.

I see my house as a big face sitting in our yard (surrounded by the

thin grass my father has been trying to grow for 1 8 years now.) This

face is pale white and has nine eyes painted with black eye shadow

shutters. Its eyes blink every so often when my mother gets the urge

to open the blinds, but that doesn't happen often.

Our grass never seems to grow in certain places; there are

brown patches in front and here and there around our house where

there is a river of mud, especially when it rains. No matter how

many seeds my father's hands have sown, the grass has never
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grown, but my father's garden grows like there is no tomorrow. It's

as if our soil is a natural "Miracle Grow" product (except for those

brown patches in the grass). In the summer, the air in our backyard is

always filled with the smell ofcucumbers and tomatoes, my father's

prized possessions.

My father's hands: large palms with so many lines that a

fortune teller would go crazy, durable calluses and stubby fingers

with nails short enough to be considered painful. As a child, the

way I held on to his enormous hand was to grab his pinkie finger.

He was always a comfort to me; when I was younger, public places

scared me, especially when my parents weren't holding me in their

arms. My father held out his hand and my fingers would always find

their way around his pinkie finger. My father's hands are soothing,

rubbing my sister's and my back for years when our hearts were

broken by high school boyfriends, tucking us in at night, helping

us with homework, and scraping our car windows in the freezing

weather.

I DRIVE A BIT FURTHER down the road. Why haven't

I been down here, past my own driveway, for so long? It's been

almost twenty years, I think. My school bus had tons of kids who

stayed on the bus after I got off. They had to be let off somewhere,
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and the road couldn't have ended. It amazes me how narrow the

road has become. It winds from one side of the small mountain to

the other; there are no guardrails. It has become a one-lane road, and

the woods encroach on either side. The trees have created a canopy

of fall colors. The banks on the side of the road grow higher and

higher until finally I am in a deep ravine ofmud and grass with trees

towering over my car. There hasn't been a house for miles, not

since the log cabin I passed a while ago, and now I am begirming to

wonder: Where were the rest of the kids let off?

MY HOUSE IS UNIQUE; my mother's style consists

of whatever she believes is "fresh," "cute," or "traditional." Our

kitchen, the most popular hangout for our family of five, (because

it has food, and food is the way to everyone's heart, contrary to

what anyone says) is a massive region of green and maroon. The

wallpaper is an inviting country scene of horses, cows, and sheep.

The floor is a shiny green laminate, scratched up by my dog over

the years.

Most of the noises in our house come from the kitchen: my

mother's frantic kitchen clean-ups at 6 a.m., clanking plates being

fiariously dropped into the dishwasher after a dinner that wasn't

cleaned up the night before; the icemaker distributing ice every
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thirty minutes; the microwave beeping (my mother is not too keen on

cooking, so the microwave is the best thing since Frosted Cheerios),

and cabinets being opened and banged closed. My impatient brother

yells, "Ma, there's nothing to eat in this house."

Over the years, my house has been the gathering place for

many special occasions. Although my mother hates to cook, she's

good at it. We started having Thanksgiving dinners at our house

when my grandmother became too weak to cook anymore. My

mother's golden turkey, frantically basted every ten minutes, is

perfect. There's always sweet potato casserole, homemade butter

rolls, chicken casserole, green beans, and com pudding.

MAYBE THE OTHER KIDS from the bus were let off at a

designated "Mom Pick Up" spot. I haven't seen a house for seven

miles now. I feel as if I am driving on the back of a snake. I could

slide off its back at any second now, and no one would know, because

I am completely hidden here. As the sun begins to set on this cool,

fall evening in October, I see ahead a hazy glimpse of headlights

reflecting off the leaves. How are my car and another car going to

fit on this one-lane road? As I round the comer, a large family van is

coming right at me; the driver honks the horn for me to slow down

and pull over. The van passes, and I continue, slowly and steadily
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inching my way up the road. At the top of the hill, I see a clearing

ahead. Maybe there are some houses there. All of a sudden, a gush

of houses spills out from atop the hill and there is an opening of the

sky. I begin to feel as if I can breathe easier; I am not surrounded

and enclosed in the forest anymore. One after the other ~ there are

tons of colorful, living houses up here. So this is where all the kids

were dropped off. These are their homes.

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING about my house is that it

holds many memories. This is probably why my mother and father

haven't moved in 20 years. Memories are scattered throughout the

house and outside, too: my brother's handprints in the stairwell

where he wanted to touch the wall to see how tall he really was, the

stains on the floors from where one ofour three cats used it as a litter

box, the scrapes along the walls from when we were moving my

sister out of the house and her dresser didn't quite fit, the kick marks

along the bottom of all the doors where frustrated family members

couldn't get in the door the first time they tried, the teeth marks

on the kitchen chairs from our dog, the rotting basketball goal, my

brother's decrepit tree house. These memories are ours, but I know

that one day we will not own this house anymore, and she will make

another family happy.
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Maybe the reason I have not ventured down Kenmore

Road past my house in so many years is because I am completely

content with where I am; I have had no reason to go "seeing;" all my

"seeing" has been fulfilled where I am. Kentucky Mountain Place

is my home. It's what I know and love: the leaves turning their fall

colors, the amazing sunset at 6:31 p.m., the brown grass, and the

smell of October.
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Home Awat) From Home
E>u Carlina Muglia

There is a place north of where I Hve now, where, after many

hours of driving, the mountains disappear and all the roads

become straight and flat. I always notice the change as the peaks

slowly diminish into foothills and finally into plains and fields of

corn and beans growing abundantly in their neat rows. By the time

my annual journey to Michigan is complete, however, the familiar

skyline has returned in a new form. What once were mountains

of rock and dirt have morphed into mountains of steel, brick, and

glass.

Over the course ofmy trips from Virginia to Michigan I have

learned to notice the changes that occur in the landscape outside

my car window. They are the clues that tell me when I am close to

home. When I start to pick up the scent of concrete wafting along
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on the breezes that float through the open car windows, the scents

of car exhaust and water, that's when I know I'm nearly there. In

Michigan, there is almost always the smell of water in the air, not

salty ocean water, but the clean smell of fresh water as it travels

from the Great Lakes into the atmosphere, mixing with the grass, the

fumes from the blacktop, and everything else in the form of rain and

Michigan's famous humidity.

In Michigan, a multitude of familiar smells floods me,

welcoming me home, and right behind it are the sounds that scream

a loud "hello." From my grandmother's front porch I can hear

the sound of an ambulance siren shrieking, car brakes screeching,

a lawnmower starting, children's laughter, the sound of a sprinkler

hitting the pavement and grass in an alternating pattern.

The whole state of Michigan feels like home. The smells,

sights, and sounds combine to create a place of eternal comfort. But

the real reason that Michigan feels like home to me, even though

my immediate family has moved to Virginia, is the people. When I

am in Michigan, I am never far from the front porch of people who

would open their doors and treat me as if I were one of their own

children or grandchildren.

My first Michigan home is at my grandmother's house. It

is always the first stop when we arrive in the state. As we turn the
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corner onto Cardinal Street I can see the brilliant pink brick house

standing tall on its patch of grass, despite the massive development

that has grown up right across the street. As my sisters and I enter

the house we hear the familiar "thunk thunk" as the bow-legged old

lady scales the stairs from her basement kitchen into the main level

kitchen. My grandmother is a looming five-foot-nothing, and all the

grandchildren except for my youngest sister have long ago outgrown

her. She greets us with the usual big hug and kisses on both cheeks.

"Oh, how prudy!" she cries. "Look how much you grow!"

Her initial greetings are always followed by food. Food is

a necessity. She never allows her family or guests to leave without

having something to eat or drink. Normally she does not have to

try hard to persuade me to eat because I sorely miss the taste of

mortadella and capricola, in perfect unity with fontinella cheese, on

a nice, dry, chewy slice of Villa Bakery bread. I refuse the food

at least once, though, because it is part of the ritual. After that, I

feel no qualms about plopping myself down at the table, under the

crystal chandelier, to eat and contemplate The Last Supper, which

hangs on the wall above the kitchen table. This is always the most

anticipated and yet the saddest part of our visit, our stop at Nona's.

The house and its furnishings never change. The couch is still

wrapped in crinkly plastic. The old television, which stopped working
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sometime in the late 80's, still sits in the same spot; the new one has

been placed on top of it. The pink and white tile in the bathroom

has never changed. In the bedroom, there's a picture ofmy mother

when she was thirteen that my father put on his dresser when they

first started dating. The picture stands there still, a testament to the

length of time my parents have been together. Every room is the

same as it has always been: once this house was my home, in fact,

and I ruled my grandparents with the iron fist of a spoiled toddler.

Now that my Aunt Nana has moved into a large new home

in the nicer part of the Detroit metropolitan area, we stay with her

when we go to Michigan instead of with Nona. The first time we

stepped into the massive foyer from the tiny concrete stoop outside,

I felt intimidated. I wasn't used to the high, vaulted ceiling or the

chandelier, taller than myself, hanging right over my head. The

feeling of intimidation is completely gone by now, though, and as

we pull into the driveway I look through the glass front of the house

and see the chandelier and feel excited because it has become my

beacon.

When my sisters and I stay with Aunt Nana, she treats us as

though we were the little girls she never had. We have an empty

bedroom for ourselves, and though it is really the guest room, we

have claimed it as our own. There's something that latches onto my
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heart every time I step into that extra bedroom. As soon as I plop my

suitcase down on the bed, take in the famihar smell of the carpet and

the bedspread, and wallow in the cool darkness of the shaded room,

all my other houses disappear, and there is only my Aunt Nana's. It

is my refuge from the world, like heaven with its white walls, carpet,

and tile. The one room that breaks the house's white motif is the

downstairs bathroom, which has been painted a terrific orange. The

color is trying to spread from there in the form of random artificial

flower arrangements placed here and there, but for now, white is still

my Aunt Nana's favorite. Only three people live in this big house:

my aunt, cousin, and uncle. Aunt Nana tells me all the time how the

house is so lonely when we're not there.

As if two homes were not enough, my luck extends further.

There is also the home of Tia Maria and Tio Alberto, a lovely one-

story brick ranch in a deteriorating neighborhood across from

the hospital. The house looks perpetually deserted because the

front door is always closed and the curtains are always drawn. I

am greeted every time in this home by the sturdy shake of an old

Argentine's hand and his long string of questions, always in Spanish.

My diminutive, doubled-over tia never sits down until my sisters,

cousin, and myself have all eaten cookies. Our time at Tia's is

split into two parts. One half is passed on the sofa in the darkened
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living room watching Univision with Tio Alberto, who lives in a

dream world where we all speak fluent Italian and Spanish. The

other half is spent sitting at the cluttered kitchen table surrounded by

religious memorabilia and pictures of beautiful Argentine women

and past World Cup soccer teams. When it's time to leave, Tia

Maria disappears yet again and emerges with four envelopes, each

containing five dollars, so that we can "Go buy ice cream."

I also have the home of my crazy, drunken Tio Silvio and

his ever-patient wife Tia Juana, where a statue of Mary is proudly

displayed in the front of the house by the sidewalk leading to the

front door; the apartment of my Tio Andrea and Tia Carmella,

decorated with a combination ofnew furniture and 60's throwbacks;

my sister's godparents' home, with its Sicilian flare and its orchard;

my godparents' home, which is an architectural marvel, grandiose in

its spectacular overhangs and jutting angles, built and designed by

my godfather himself.

There are many, many other houses where I feel at home

scattered throughout the Detroit metro area, all the way out to the

East side. I am as comfortable at any of those places as I am in my

own bed at my other home in Virginia. The people who live in all

the houses I call home will never let me feel like a stranger. My

heart will always find comfort where they are.
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Memories

5lj Anne Proctor

Sunlight streams into the bright blue-and-white kitchen of my

first home. The counter surrounded by tall wooden chairs is the

common morning congregation area where the family eats breakfast

on weekends. Upstairs, my small bedroom holds a captain's bed, a

desk, and a small army of stuffed animals.

A colorful yellow and purple lizard, a small featherless bird,

and a puppy covered in downy fiir enter my life in this house. In the

cozy living room, the blue gas stove squats happily on short legs as

it throws heat across the hardwood floors. The many windows let

in cheery light, illuminating the familiar couch and chairs. Loving

hands carefully tend the large city yard, and it blooms with flowers

every spring. High wooden fences, built to keep the growing city
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at bay, surround the carefully landscaped garden. In this house,

weekends are filled with basketball games, birthday parties, and

lemonade stands. Fathers are young and happy, and mothers are

content.

Years later, we trade the cheery, old-fashioned kitchen for a

gloomier, more modem kitchen with red tiles. The family table here

is constantly piled high with mail. Periodically, the junk is cleared

away to make room for placemats and silverware. Happy dinners

for my small family are now rare occasions on which we reminisce

about happier times when there were fewer worries and more time.

My small comer bedroom has been traded for a roomier upstairs

"living space," with a big bed, an obnoxiously huge desk, and

lots of New Age electronic devices. New horses ~ Pooh the wise,

Spanky, and Cami ~ are brought in along with new fi-iends, and old

notions of self are replaced by new ones, bom of new experiences.

The hardwood floors of our old home have been exchanged for a

carpeted living room with a high ceiling stretching into oblivion

where it meets a forbidding chimney set into the wall. The same

familiar couch sits comfortably across from the fireplace, though,

and the room filled with many pets is never lonely. Cats recline,

princely and dignified, on the couch and chairs, claiming their

domain. Dogs sprawl across the floor in an attempt to cool off, warm
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up, or catch a morsel of food. The beautifully landscaped yard has

become rolling hills of grass and bams filled with horses and sweat.

At first rather lonely, this new house slowly fills to its new limits,

with the help of a close friend and surrogate sister who fill its rooms

to the bursting point.

The sweet air of the country grass and horses has replaced

the smog of the city and seems a fitting metaphor for the new life

brought in on the wind. Yet, the simplistic happiness of childhood

has been left behind for the many complications of adolescence. My

father grows old and weary of life. My mother carries on through

hardships that were once nonexistent. Old friends are left behind,

forgotten when new, stronger bonds are forged.

Home is filled with memories of the child I used to be and

the people I used to know as my parents. It is the container for all

my memories, good and bad: when I crashed my bike and skinned

my knee, when I walked down the street and played basketball with

the girl next door, when I spent my days romping through the world,

enjoying myself. But there are memories of fights with my mother,

and, from a long ago time, memories of my father when he was

younger and less tired. Home is where I watched my parents grow

old and struggle to accept that.

My memories are flawed, I know. I look back and know that
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my view is not objective, that it is the perspective of a child slowly

growing into a woman. There was a time in my life when the mother

I knew was young and happy; she loved her life, I think. There was

a time when the father I knew was young and energetic, a man full

of love for life. There was a time when they did not struggle under

the weight oftheir years. The world I see now through grown eyes is

much changed from the one beautifully painted in my memory.

I have sat and wondered what went wrong in my parents'

lives, what turned them into the old and tired people they sometimes

seem to have become. Was it their failing physical strength, their

never-ending workload, their ever-growing pile of bills? Or is it

simply that the light at the end of the tunnel is growing ever nearer,

and they fear that they have not done all the things they wished to

do, and that their time is coming to an end? Perhaps they fear that

they will not have the strength to be there when I get my first job,

when I get married, when I have my first child.

I have found the experience of growing up to be both

rewarding and depressing. I have been able to experience many

new and wonderful things, but in the same stride I now see many of

the world's pains that I never saw before. Parents are not real people

with real problems, my memory insists; they are perfect beings put

on this earth to care for their children because that is what children
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need: love and care. Now, I see my mother as a woman who never got

along with her own mother, who struggled with a reading disability,

and who once spent half a year in a body cast. I see her baggage, her

flaws, and her struggles. I see my father as a man who has struggled

his whole life to find love, make peace with old demons, and find

happiness.

Still - and this is important ~ they are not as changed as I

make them out to be, for I am changed, as well. I am no longer a

naive child, seeing the world through unworried and innocent eyes.

I think my parents seem changed because only now am I ready to

see them as human beings, not just as my parents. Now I, too, have

acquired baggage. I, too, have spent years accumulating a history

that will follow me through life and probably come back to haunt

me when I least expect it. But this is the human condition. We make

our way through life's hardships and bathe in the sweet waters of

happy moments when they come along.

Some days I make that trip down memory lane and remember

what it was like in that first house . . .1 see my parents through young

eyes and remember that child who used to be me. The events and

people of that life may be, in truth, far different from the way I

remember them. But the memories are what I keep with me, and

they shape the person I have become. The parents I remember from
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my childhood were strong, supportive, wise, and caring. In short,

they were everything I needed them to be. They were all that I

needed and wanted. To this day, they are still all those things to me.

Home is always changing. It is a place, a feeling, a memory.
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LosingOma and Opa
5u Rachel Reunolds

The dual worlds that exist in my mother and my grandmother's

homes are like fraternal twins, hauntingly similar, yet each

distinctly individual. Mama tries to run her home as the strict

discipline of her German upbringing would have prompted, in

an orderly and controlled manner, but she can't defeat the easy,

malignant American chaos that my father brings into the house. Her

solitary victory is the dining room, a gloomy shrine to European

influence, with demi-tasse cups, black-lacquered buffet tables. Royal

Copenhagen china, and Danish modem furniture (which can never

really be typical Danish modem, because that would be an imitation

of her own mother's decorating style, and Mama always does things

her own way.) Her kitchen comes to life at night, though, when she

returns from the frustrations ofher government job to poach salmon,

or grill chicken, or steam broccoli, and snap irritably at those who
29



cannot fathom at which moment they are to help, and when they

are to get out of her way. Despite the sometimes formal world she

attempts to create, she is warm, and her skin is soft, scented after her

evening bath with damask rose.

Oma, on the other hand, never uses any scent, but smells

all day long of baking dough and orange juice, which she drinks

compulsively to prevent illness. Her kitchen is perpetually filled

with the aroma of her famous baking: fruit, nut, and chocolate tarts,

pies and cakes, brioche, homemade icing and ganache, cookies,

preserves, and lemon sorbet. Her house is scrubbed clean by Opa,

who cannot stand the thought of dirt or filth. He is teased by his

grandchildren for waxing the sealant off" of the hardwood floors, and

for once scouring right through the bottom of a skillet. The living

room and den are bursting at the seams from the many books on

even the most esoteric art, literature, history, and politics that fiiel

Opa's never-ending desire for knowledge. He tries desperately to

impart some of his wisdom to those fidgety grandchildren so often

in his care. They do not listen. It is their loss.

As a child, I was shuttled between these two worlds like

a freight car. I had two bedrooms, one in my parents' home, the

other in my grandparents' home. To afford property in the wealthy,

elitist island fortress of suburbia that is Bethesda, Maryland, my
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hometown, my parents worked full-time for the federal government.

My brother and I saw our parents for perhaps ten minutes in the

morning before they left, and two or three hours in the evening

when we ate dinner and watched the evening news. Dismayed

by our nanny's lack of control over us, Oma and Opa took it upon

themselves to discipline, instruct, tutor, bathe, and sometimes even

feed us when our parents were too exhausted to do it themselves.

When we returned from school every day, we would have perhaps

half an hour of respite before they charged headfirst into our lives,

demanding a captive audience. Every Friday night, my two worlds

merged for Shabbos, the Jewish Sabbath, and we would congregate

as a family at Oma's house to partake of her fish dumplings, cold

asparagus soup, and creamy Beamaise sauce to discuss the weekly

parsha' and argue over who got the piece of cake with the most

frosting. Twice a week my nanny would pack a fresh change of

clothes into my back-pack before I left for school so that I would

have something to wear the next morning after spending the night at

Oma and Opa's.

When my father retired in my seventh grade year, I assumed

that the bridge between these two homes would slowly disappear,

but after starting tutoring sessions for my Bat-mitzvah, I began

to seek out my grandfather's aid. His knowledge of trope and
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pronunciation, and his acute ear for music and sound made him

an excellent instructor, and though I had never thought of him as

anything but a gruff, exasperatingly demanding old man, I started to

see the brilliant mind behind the sad, silent blue eyes. I saw that the

impossibly high standards he set for those around him were nothing

compared to what he expected of himself I saw a man who had

lost everything in his life, only to rebuild and reclaim all that should

have been his.

I wish I could look up to him now as I did then; a paragon

of physical and intellectual strength. I wish I could see Oma as the

sturdy, formidable family matriarch that she once was. But these

people are gone, scarred too heavily by the abnormally painful

circumstances of their youth and by the passage of time.

We cannot recover them.

Last week I called my parents' to wish my father a happy

birthday. I spoke with my mother for a few minutes, and she reported

to me the family news of the previous week. After a year of tireless

pleading, my mother had finally prevailed, and my grandparents

have put a down-payment on an apartment at Riderwood, the

local Jewish retirement center. In the coming months, my mother

will help them sort through and sell perhaps half a lifetime of
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possessions, moving tliem from the house they have resided in for

over forty years to a home for the elderly. The warm, aroma-filled

kitchen with Provencal curtains and Dutch wooden cookie forms,

the airy bedrooms with crisp, cool linens and Norwegian blankets,

the bathrooms with real sponges on the bathtub rim and hand-

embroidered French towels, the living room with a collection of

furniture and paintings (some my own work) from around the world,

will echo in my mind, sight, fingertips, and tongue forever. I walked

for the first time in that house, and learned to read Torah and bake

cookies under my grandparents' tutelage. This time next year, the

house may well belong to someone else, and I will be barred from

returning to the place that for so many years was my home away

from home. My grandparents, separated from so many corporeal

reminders of their life here, will lose more of their ties to this world.

As they slip through my fingers, I mourn their loss, but as I make

my way into this world, intent on building a home ofmy own, I also

rejoice in their legacy: hope, opportunity, and renewal.

' The five books of Moses, known in the Jewish faith as the Torah, are divided

according to the Jewish calendar, so that there is a designated parsha, or portion,

to read and study every week.
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Between Here And mere

5l) Mereditn Ricnel

SNOW. Snow plops down in large, feathery flakes, melting

in beads on chapped hands and lips, jewels glimmering in

dark hair. The dog, Bonnie, young, blonde, and puppyish, bounds

through drifts, collecting a mass of powdered flakes on her nose,

barking at the new ones that flit downward. Trees shelter the house

ofmingled blue-gray and red paint, silent sentinels against the traffic

on Route 334. Not so many cars today, however . . . today the roads

are clogged with snow, and only occasionally does a snowplow

growl through, grumbling, spitting salt left and right. Breaking

the almost oppressive silence of the still air are the shrill shrieks

of children on the hill kitty-comer, tobogganing down the slope on

their red runner sleds, and the pattering of birdseed as tiny, hungry

birds rifle through the mix on a bird feeder high in the tree branches,
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looking for the choicest bits. Mom's breath steams through the air

as she raises her voice to call to the dog from her sniffing.

"Bormie! 'Squin!" Bonnie, the dog, comes barreling, kicking

up whiteness in her wake like a snowblower. She understands this

contraction of "Let's go in" as well as "Sif or "Stay."

HEAT. It wavers off the blacktop, shimmering through the

air like a mirage. If only it were a mirage. Hot damp grass clings to

the back of the legs of over a hundred girls awaiting initiation. They

do not know one another; they are strangers forced to crowd together

in groups. Some make the best of it, chattering; they are in college

now, out to make friends. Others sit in the grass, conscious of every

unshaved hair on their legs and wishing that they had thought to put

on sunscreen. And bug spray - a lot of it. The mosquitoes drone

lazily in the air, bellies filled with blood, their feast laid out on the

grass. Southern accents twine through the air with much "y'all-ing"

and expanded syllables. Some might as well be speaking a foreign

language; one girl trills out something impossible to translate.

Around here, only one exit. No car. Miles of whizzing

highway and the college buildings spearing up like stalagmites on

the open land. Fifteen minutes to the nearest town, but to get there,

one needs a car. Lost without a passport. Nothing to do but breathe
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the smell of wet grass and wait for fate to decide who you are and

what you'll be to this place.

INSIDE. Heated air clings to those who enter, a blend of

smells particular to this house steaming into frozen nostrils: Mom's

soft clothing-fiber scent and the faint whiff of her makeup. Dad's

deodorant and shampoo, wet wood brought in for the fire, the dog's

wet snow-dog fur smell, and the breath of a yawning speckled cat

dozing next to the fireplace. For once, Dad has taken a break from

his numerous self-imposed duties. He sits in the brown chair that

has been around since before his child was bom, reading a massive

trade paperback about espionage. The roof of the great room arches

above, heavy beams holding the roof aloft so high that a giant need

not stoop; the floor below is hardwood spotted with years of hard

use and yielding to a carpet of grassy fluffiness that welcomes cold

toes. Again there is quiet, marked only by the trotting dog and the

popping of the fire in the grate. But what need is there for words?

This place knows them all, has already absorbed them into its walls.

One may nestle by the fire with the speckled cat and watch the snow

fall outside, watch the world slip past, and look forward to spaghetti

later on in the evening.
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COOL HERE NOW. These walls have been home for nearly

four months, have marked sweat, toil, and tears over that paper that

just would not render a thesis statement, a fight with a first roommate,

the apology to said fight, discussions on subjects as deep as suicide

and as shallow as which guys the roommate thinks are worthy

enough to put up on the wall. Pockmarks now line the wall where

pictures, posters, bulletin boards fell down during the humidity of

the summer; these will later be hidden from the attentive gaze of

the RA, who will come to make certain that there is no damage.

Christmas lights are stuck up in place with masses of tape; the smell

of dust and dirty laundry hangs thick in the air. Knocks on the door

indicate visits from neighbors; here one is surrounded by people

and now to imagine life without the swarm coming and going . . .

impossible.

NEITHER WARMTH NOR COOLNESS, but something

in between that causes passengers to alternate between sweating

in their jackets and shivering without them as they crowd into tiny

airline seats, mashing themselves and their luggage between large

college boys who look as though they haven't taken it easy on the

chocolate cake. We are passengers crowded onto a small propeller

plane, eager to get back on the ground and run off to our families.
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Strangers chatter happily to other strangers about seeing their homes

for the first time since summer and try to ignore the sensation that

something is being left behind, forgotten, perhaps a piece of the self

woven in somewhere else, in the place we left behind, when we

weren't looking.

As the ground crew runs like chipmunks on the concrete

below, making sure that all is ready to take off, one begins to feel the

pull in the weave - as though invisible children are pulling a scarf

between them, each trying to wrench the end from the other's grasp.

The struggle cuts off the breath, dizzies with its presence, until one

can no longer decide if one is here looking there, or there, looking

back.
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PsLjchedelic Madness

5u Camilla Russell

"But I don 't want to go among madpeople, " Alice remarked. "Oh, you

can 't help that, " said the Cat: "we 're all mad here. I'm mad. You 're

mad. " "How do you know I'm mad? " said Alice. "You must be, " said the

Cat, "or you wouldn 't have come here.
"

Until I was seven years old, my family and I lived in New

York City. From a child's perspective, the city was filled

with magic, the bitter sweetness of silver-salted pretzels heated on

red coals from corner stands, the grainy aroma of dirt and peanuts

surrounding the horse carriages. I liked to hoist myself atop the

bronze statue of Lewis Carroll seated in Central Park, to look over

his shoulder at the permanently opened book sprawled on his lap. I

also liked to watch people pour out of the Metropolitan's revolving

doors in a flurry of colors and faces. Strolling along the sidewalks,

empty-handed and carefree, taking in the sights ofthe familiar yellow

taxis and gray pigeons was especially exciting during the autumn
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when crowds were smaller and the streets were flecked with gold

and red leaves. When one is young, serious thoughts do not linger

in the mind, for it is easy to be distracted by a woman with her three

Yorkshire terriers clad in matching plaid coats, or by wondering if

there is more vanilla ice cream at Peppermint Patty's Cafe.

Living in Manhattan was like having the Pacific Ocean splash

down upon one's face and watching the endless array of glistening

fish somersault down in a dizzying race to reach the ground. However,

the city was not my home for long. I left it early, and because of this,

Manhattan continues to remain a fairy tale within my imagination,

an animated sprawl of images and experiences.

My father influenced my imagination, always shifting and

changing houses. New York both indulged his habit, as well as

turning around and mocking him for his vagabond ways. It didn't

faze him, though; he moved regularly, from apartment complexes to

brownstones, bringing only what he could carry to each new location.

His most precious item was a black, scruffy dog named Pavo who

had solicited had him in Central Park one day while my father rested

on a wooden bench. My father also brought along antique bibles

that were family heirlooms, as well as photographs and souvenirs

from his time in the Navy and from his years growing up in Akron,

Ohio.
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Beneath the Hghts strung on the Queensborough Bridge

and the glowering neon bulbs above club doors, my father found

his home amongst the teetering blondes on stilettos and the crystal

glasses filled with champagne. New York teases one with dreams

of wealth, meanwhile shading one's vision from the chewing gum

stuck to metal railings and the grime on granite stairs. Manhattan is

a magical place that stuns its inhabitants into a paralyzed ecstasy.

Caught up by the city's chaos, my father forgot his hunger and small

town attitude, but eventually his energy spiraled down, leaving him

alone with a glass of red wine and a dog nuzzling at his shoes. As

a real estate agent, he lived for a while a hand-to-mouth existence.

New York loves those who can shower the city with green money,

but it does not usually favor the ones who give up and move on.

As a child I was oblivious to the city's hypnotic energy. My

world was strangely quiet, revolving around the towering dinosaur

skeletons lumbering in the foyer of the Natural History Museum. I

sought solitude under their gaping jaws and frozen stances. Clasping

a pretzel and wandering beneath their stares, I whispered their names

to myself like a monk rolling prayer beads between his fingers. I was

comfortable around these fossils and their quiet histories. I am like

my father in this way, for I discovered refiige within an imaginary

world. Though his revolves around clubs and bars, I chose mine
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to be filled with dinosaurs and peace and silence. I found a refuge

within the museum walls, a world that was calming with its absolute

certainty and disdain for the future. Contrary to the circus shuffling

through my father's mind, my world was dependable, one I could

proudly call a home.

No one needs a house to find solitude; houses are only gilded

shells for the traveling nomad to rummage in before trekking off to

another building shining gold from a setting sun. The nomad will

continue this waltz in each place, finding new partners and then

leaving once again in a flurry to another golden building in the far

distance. The world within my father's imagination, a world that

shimmered silver with full moons and blondes, became his refuge

against Manhattan's chaos. It remained with him as long as his

imagination warmed itself with red wine, but when the glass was

empty, my father's world toppled. As Hansel discovered: homes are

destructible if made from gingerbread and lonely dreams.

I have grown up and sought out new worlds for myself I no

longer seek solitude beneath the cool shadows of grazing dinosaurs.

When I was seven, though, those monsters rocked me to sleep. Home

exists within the imagination. Like every nomad, I carry the things I

need, as the most valuable item lies quietly within my imagination.
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Searching ror Mu Place

Bu Renee Tanner

Ipull
the faded brass key from my pocket and open the door. It's

not my room really, since I have to share it with a roommate. And

we don't own this place; we're simply renting this room, borrowing

it for a while, while we go to college. I enter this room and I sit

down on the bed assigned to me. I stare up at the ceiling and look

around. My eyes get sadder and sadder. Sure, my favorite posters

are up; my bedspread is the same as the one back home, a deep

purple one decorated with Mickey Mouse faces. Hell, I even put the

same stuffed animals on the desk in the exact locations they were

situated in back home. But no matter how many items I add to this

room, it will never really be mine. And no matter how long I live

here, this place will never be like home.
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Still, if this isn't home, then the question must be asked:

where is home? Is home the place where my eyes first opened to the

world, where I spent four years ofmy life trying to understand why

my father spoke one language and my mother another (and why the

lady in the apartment next to us couldn't understand either one of

them)? I don't think that Berlin, Germany could be considered my

home. But if Berlin is not my home, where then do I call "home"?

Some might say it ought to be the house I grew up in, 6372

Patience Court in Alexandria, Virginia. There it is, four houses down

on the left side of the street, with pale blue siding and dreary black

shutters. Indeed it is the place where I've lived for fourteen years.

Yes, it has my bed and my purple fuzzy carpet. It has my nine-year-

old labrador/golden retriever mix and my two empty fish tanks. (At

about age ten I thought I might try my hand at marine biology. I

found out three months and 27 fish later that fish were meant to be

eaten, not kept as pets.) But still, this house, which holds so many

ofmy childhood memories, is not my home.

It is the place where my father towered over me, while I

strained my neck in order to stare him straight in the eye while we

screamed our heads off over absolutely nothing. Some days it was

because I hadn't washed the dishes properly. Other days it was

because my curfew was too restrictive. We fought so often that
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when I left for college the silence within the house scared my sister.

(It's also the place were I almost killed my sister once, choking her

until she passed out on the kitchen floor, all because she ate the last

chocolate chip cookie. I didn't mean to choke her; I guess I just got

carried away. Since then, I find myself having difficulty eating a

chocolate chip cookie.) My bedroom has seen more tears because of

bad grades, break-ups, and friendship fallouts then Noah saw water

during the flooding of the earth.

Alexandria, Virginia, holds my demons. My failures there

are like shadows that loom over me, scream through the walls, tell

me how horrible I am.

I suppose you could say that my home is in rural Wisconsin

where my grandparents live, in the middle of nothing except

complete tranquility. Everything moves slower, in School Hill,

Wisconsin, as if time goes into rewinds, stops, and then starts up

again, more slowly than before. Nothing is ever rushed, except for

maybe dinner, when Grandma is running late. Dinner in Wisconsin

is always at 5 p.m., followed by the news at 5:30 p.m., concluded

by my grandfather's nightly walk. (The true order in that house is

my grandfather's brain). Their cozy, one-story house, filled with the

scents ofhomemade bread and fresh cut flowers, could be my home.

It's beautifully decorated, with crucifixes in every room, cute floral
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pillows on all the couches, and handmade quilts atop every bed; but

it's my mother's childhood home, not mine. For me, it is simply my

getaway spot, a place to relax; but I don't belong there.

So if I don't belong here, in this dorm room, and I don't

belong in Germany, or in Alexandria, or in Wisconsin, where in this

world is my home?

I have yet to find that one place, that one place of complete

happiness, where everything makes sense, everything fits.

What I do know is that home is not a house or piece of land;

it is not a car or a plane. Home is not a place at all, perhaps, where

mothers and fathers, sisters and brothers sit around the dinner table,

sharing stories and eating home-cooked meals. It is not a site for

family gatherings or feuds. It is not even a place where one keeps

one's stuff. Home is not the storage facility for the tangible items in

life.

Home is a state ofbeing. It is where the mind and body unite.

A person finds comfort in this place; I find comfort in this place.

However, it isn't the easiest place to locate. There is no mailing

address, no street signs to guide the way. There are no license plate

numbers, ID tags, or black boxes. Establishing a home becomes a

journey, and can make for a very challenging day. One must travel

far. One must pay attention to every moment and every whisper of
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the air, the gentle brush of wind against one's face. It is in these

moments of listening and waiting that answers will appear.

Home is the sound your ears hear while paying attention to

these moments. Home is the taste in your mouth as the sun beats

down on your face and the wind gentlyblows past you. Home is

the beauty your imagination creates for your eyes to see: the red

brick exterior with the white front porch, pots filled with flowers,

the apple pie and turkey roasting in the oven, the sound of wood

crackling in the fireplace. Home is everything you need it to be.

The journey to find a home is, for some, life-long and never-

ending. It is a journey through reality and fantasy, past and present,

and finally mind and body. It is a path with no distinct end, like a

highway without exit signs.

My home is out there, somewhere. I just haven't found it

yet.
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Nomadia

Bl) Saran Tnomas

To the homeless nomad, opposites are a natural occurrence:

the smell of citrus mixed with the cold tang of snow, the

stench of gasoline from a congested commuter highway and the salty

draw of seawater. To understand the location ofa nomad's home, the

location of the heart, mind, and memory must be determined first.

On hot summer days, no matter where I am, I yearn for the

Floridian sun and its excruciating heat, the rough curving trunks

capped in spiked palms, lacquered bright flowers and pools that

glitter like jewels under the sun's rays. In winter, the crunch of

fresh snow under my boots and the sharpness of the air flood my

memory and chill my bones with an ache for the Connecticut cold
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that was once my home. To eat crab in an inland restaurant creates

in me a nostalgia that makes my eyes long for Charleston's sting of

sea spray and the majesty of its ocean sunsets. To sit in traffic on

a busy road recalls the hours I spent hearing hundreds of different

radios spill out songs with pop promise while the Atlanta skyline

rose behind the car and the engine pointed toward middle-class rush

hour and suburbia.

Whenever I leave a place that I have loved and called my

own, I feel pain that aches deep in my chest. To leave behind the life

that has been lived inside the four walls of a bedroom, the family

room of a house, the malls, the parking lots, and the schools of a

place, creates a kind of death that never truly leaves. The plaster,

drywall, and asphalt that have soaked up your tears and absorbed

your glorious moments are repainted and reborn. In each place that

you leave, another person, completely different, comes in and takes

over, cashing in on your old world and making it her own. An entire

existence is wiped out in the blink ofboxes, moving vans, and tearful

good-byes.

Even if a nomad were able to return to a place that was

once home, it would no longer be the same - the places that were

once so important would now belong to someone else; the house or

apartment that was once lived in by a family, your family, would
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contain someone else's memories, someone else's busy life.Anomad

can never go home - those homes exist only in the past; time and

other people have changed them.

The newness of college life in Virginia, where I am stripped

from the familiar, makes me uncertain. Feeling the loss of an earlier

existence and anxious to see what I will be in this new place, I am

bedecked in suitcases and boxes, dragging parents, memories, and

whole other cities in my wake.

But there is always the promise and dream of a new home,

the promise and dreams of new smells, tastes, touches, sensations.

For a nomad, home is where one goes in the dreams of

sleep, where the mixture of Tallahassa smoothies, Florida oranges,

New England clam chowder, fresh Charleston crab, and menthol

cigarettes all mix together. A nomad cannot be content in the present;

she truly lives in the past and the question and promise ofwhat shall

be. Home is a place inhabited by memories: mothers, fathers, sisters

and brothers, dear friends, tragic souls, and embittered enemies. The

familiarity of home, wherever it is, tastes of love and affection, salt

tears and first kisses, wild nights and stovetop-cooked dinners. Home

feels like warm hugs and distant battles, clean sheets and shirts that

stink ofboy's cologne, and it all exists in the fog of a dream, concrete

only in sleep.
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